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The Accounting Assistant for Peyote Bird Designs is responsible for Accounts Receivable and 
Accounts Payable processing.  Accounts Receivable responsibilities include coding, entering and 
processing invoices, reconciling customer accounts and collection calls.  Accounts Payable 
responsibilities include matching POs, entering invoices, vendor payments and some international 
shipping responsibilities.  The position reports to the Director of Finance and is based in 
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Position Goal 
Help Peyote Bird and the Leadership Team push out to the world all the beautiful products we have 
to sell through a structured process and a formalized brand, bringing advocacy of our brand to every 
agreed upon opportunity.

Position Responsibilities
01. Accounts Payable
- Review, code and match up invoices; obtain approvals; enter invoices and debit memos 
 into Quickbooks
- Run checks, obtain signatures; mail checks; post manual checks
- Match up and post credit card bills to statements
- Review and clear unmatched receivers 

02. Accounts Receivable, Customers and Vendors
- Set up new vendors and maintain vendor history file
- Provide credit references
- Set up new customers
- Process credit card payments
- Calculate finance charges
- Print, review and mail statements
- Prepare and send wires for international vendors
- Review statements to ensure all invoices are accounted for

03. Inventory
- Review Quickbooks Negative Inventory Reports on a daily basis and make appropriate adjustments
- Assist General Manager with Special Programs Inventory
- Assist Director of Finance and Director of Sales with Year-End Physical Inventory count 
 in the Showroom Vault

04. Shipping
- Analyze and Review UPS and FedEx invoices
- Prepare UPS and FedEx invoices for payment
- Conduct monthly audit of UPS International charges

05. Cash Management
- Prepare deposits and post cash receipts for Accounts Receivable accounts
- Prepare miscellaneous deposits and post miscellaneous cash receipts
- Conduct monthly reconciliation of Undeposited Funds account in Quickbooks
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06. Timekeeping
- Set up employees in time clock system
- Enter time adjustments and time-off requests
- Print timesheets and prepare payroll envelopes
- Maintain postage machine

07. Organizational and Team Responsibilities
- Take ownership
- Be passionate in what you do 
- Be a team player
- Be respectful 
- Build trust

08. Required Skills
- Proficiency with computer including experience with Microsoft Office Suite
- Ability to accurately perform duties under pressure, and to meet deadlines, 
 with no loss of quality or focus
- Ability to calculate figures and amounts and apply concepts of basic algebra and geometry
- Ability to use a 10-key calculator efficiently
- Shipping or order processing experience, and experience with shipping systems 
 such as FedEx, UPS, etc.
- Attention-to-detail and excellent organizational skills
- Ability to multi-task, and quickly, accurately, and completely perform job tasks
- Demonstrated aptitude for performing as a team player with positive, can-do attitude
- Ability to write routine internal reports and correspondence
- Ability to communicate professionally with customers and vendors  
- Ability to problem-solve

09. Education and/or Experience
- College degree or equivalent years of higher education

10. Physical Conditions
- Strength: Light – exert up to 20 lbs. of force occasionally and/or up to 10 lbs. of force frequently 
 and/or negligible amount of force constantly to move objects
- Movement: Walking, sitting, climbing, balancing, stooping, kneeling, crouching, reaching, 
 handling, fingering, feeling
- Auditory: talking and hearing
- Vision: near acuity and depth perception, accommodation, color vision, field of vision
- Environment: office working environment
- Equipment: computer, calculators, credit card machines 
- Hazards: none


